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1 Background

• Sequential, multiple assignment, randomized trials are an effective way for gathering data to learn personalized
treatment strategies [1]

• Many analytic techniques have been developed to learn the best individualized treatment strategies from
data, including iterative minimization of regrets [2], G-estimation [3], reinforcement learning methods [4, 5, 6],
regret-regression [7] and more parametric approaches [8, 9, 10].

• Many practical challenges arise when applying these methods to data collected from clinical trials [11].

• Missing data: drop out and missed exams can lead to missing information in clinical trials

• Imputation replaces missing data with predicted values to obtain complete data sets

• Having complete data is especially important when outcome is a function of the whole trial

2 The CATIE study: a sequentially randomized trial

• The Clinical Antipsychotic Trials of Intervention and Effectiveness (CATIE) study was an 18 month sequential,
multiple assignment, randomized trial of 1460 patients with schizophrenia.

• CATIE was a practical clinical trial, thus had a broad entry criteria and a protocol designed to mimic real
life.
Specifically, participants choose when to switch treatment

• Two major treatment phases, with monthly follow-ups from baseline

• Two measures of symptoms collected during CATIE

1. Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS) total score

2. Quality of Life (QOL) scale

• We distinguish between two different types of variables in CATIE:
Scheduled collected on everyone at pre-specified visits
end-of-phase collected when a patient entered a new treatment phase

• Table 1 contains a list of variables collected during CATIE

3 Missing information in CATIE

• Dropout in studies of patients with schizophrenia is often high

• 755 (52%) participants dropped out of CATIE

• Only 312 patients have PANSS and QOL scores measured at every scheduled visit

• 509 Patients drop out while still on phase 1 treatment

- Complete information would indicate which patients stayed on phase 1 treatment and who switched into
the next treatment phase

- Missing end-of-phase variables for those who would have switched

• Of the 543 patients who entered phase 2 during CATIE, 42 are missing PANSS and 78 are missing QOLs
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Table 1: A list of the variables collected during CATIE, and the times at which each variable was scheduled to be collected.
The type of the variable follows in parenthesis.

Variables with no missing information.

Time independent variables:

Age (continuous), Sex (binary), Race (categorical), Tardive dyskinesia status at baseline (binary), Marital status (binary),

Patient education (categorical), Hospitalization history in 3 months prior to CATIE (binary), Clinical setting at which

patient received CATIE treatment (categorical), Treatment prior to CATIE enrollment (categorical), Phase 1 treatment

assignment (categorical), Time in study on phase 1 treatment assignment (continuous).

Variables with missing information.

Time independent variables:

Employment status (categorical), Years since first prescribed anti-psychotic medication at baseline (continuous), Neu-

rocognitive composite score at baseline (continuous), Phase 2 treatment assignment (categorical), Phase 2 randomization

arm (binary), Reason for discontinuing phase 1 and 2 (categorical), Reason for discontinuing the CATIE study early

(categorical), Total time spent in the CATIE study (continuous).

Variables collected at months 1-18 and at end-of-phase:

Treatment adherence, the proportion of capsules taken since last visit (continuous)

Variables collected at months 0, 1, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18 and at end-of-phase:

Body mass index (continuous), Clinical drug use scale (ordinal), Clinical alcohol use scale (ordinal), Clinical Global

Impressions Severity of illness score (ordinal), Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale total score (continuous), Calgary

Depression total Score (continuous), Simpson-Angus EP mean scale (continuous), Barnes Akathisia scale (continuous),

Total movement severity score (continuous)

Variables collected at months 0, 6, 12, 18 and at end-of-phase:

Quality of Life total score (continuous), SF-12 Mental health summary (continuous), SF-12 Physical health summary

(continuous), Illicit drug use (binary)

4 Overcoming missing data

MCAR missing completely at random: probability of being observed is independent of the data

MAR missing at random: probability of being observed can be associated with observed data, but not with unmea-
sured information

NMAR not missing at random: probability of being observed depends on unmeasured information

• CATIE trial: a large amount of patient information was collected, including symptoms, side effects and
adherence. It is a reasonable assumption that, given this rich source of data, the missing information in
CATIE is MAR.

• Most missing data due to drop out, thus we a assume monotone missing data pattern
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Figure 1: Barplot of missing data in the scheduled PANSS and QOL scores collected during the CATIE study. The total
height of the bar shows the absolute number of people who have missing scores at the specified month. The dark grey
area represents individuals who have missing scores due to earlier drop out and the unshaded area is the amount of item
missingness. The missing data pattern for other scheduled variables collected during the CATIE study is similar to the
pattern shown here.
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Fully Conditional Specification (FCS) [12, 13]

• Scales well in number of variables; allows flexibility of different models for each type of variable

• Denote set of variables by v0, v1, v2, ..., vJ, ordered by time, with v1 collected first and vJ last; vo denotes
variables with no missing information

• Model for complete data formed via conditional models for each variable vj given v0, v1, . . . , vj−1

P (vjmiss
|v0, v1, v2, ..., vj−1, vjobs

) =

j∏

`=1

P (v`miss
|v0, v1, v2, ..., v`−1, v`obs

)

• Used a modified version of R package mice1 [14]

Bayesian Mixed Effects Method (BMEM) [15, 16]

• Used to enforce smoothness over time in mean of PANSS

• PANSS score measured for individual i at month m modeled by a mixed effect model

(γ0 + gi) + γ
˜

Tṽm,i +

17∑

ξ=1

ηξ(m − ξ)+ + εm,i, (1)

• ṽm,i denotes the predictors used for PANSS at month m, and the ηξ’s are the coefficients for the spline
constrained so that Eq. (1) is continuous in m

• Used R package pan [17]

5 Building the CATIE imputation models

Goal: learn imputation models for the missing data from the observed data

• Use as predictors: all previously measured scheduled variables

• Imputation of scheduled variables: use FCS for all but PANSS and BMEM for PANSS. This comes from the
assumed monotone missing data pattern.

• End-of-phase variables are specific to sequential multiple assignment randomized trials and pose a specific
challenge in the imputation procedure

• Reason for discontinuation recorded as one of: clinical determination of inadequate therapeutic effect (lack
of efficacy), unacceptable side effects (lack of tolerability), patient inability or refusal to take the assigned
antipsychotic (adherence/compliance), or administrative reasons [18]

• Nest all time-varying predictors of end-of-phase variables within reason for discontinuation
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Figure 2: Reason given for discontinuing phase 1 treatment and for discontinuing the CATIE study early.

1We modified the mice package to correctly allow for complex imputation models requiring interaction terms and to incorporate

definitional bounds in the imputations process.
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Assumptions for end-of-phase variable models:
1. Had a participant who dropped out of CATIE on phase 1 trt remained in the study, they would have decided to
switch off of their phase 1 trt.

- Consider dropping out of the study switching into next treatment phase in an imputed data set
- Use recorded reason for dropping out of the study as imputed reason for switching treatment phases and use

all variables collected at study drop out as corresponding end-of-phase variables
2. We can pool over a set of months to learn end-of-phase imputation models

- A small number of individuals choose to switch treatment each month
- Increases stability in the estimates

Algorithm 1 Algorithm for imputing missing data in CATIE.

Require: Incomplete CATIE data set with all variables listed in Table 1.
Estimate model and use FCS to impute baseline variables with missing data using as predictors all variables in table 1
with no missing information.
for each set of months {1}, {2,3},{4,5,6},{7,8,9}, {10,11,12},{13,14,15},{16,17} do

Estimate model using FCS and impute from conditional imputation models for each end-of-phase variable. We estimate
one imputation model pooled over the current set of months to increase the stability of the estimates.

1. Estimate model and impute reason for discontinuing treatment.

2. Estimate model and impute end-of-phase variables (except PANSS) for those participants who switched treatments
during one of these months. The model for end-of-phase variables includes as predictors the most recently collected
scheduled variables and month nested within reason for discontinuation and all baseline variables averaged over
all reasons for discontinuation.

3. Impute current treatment for all individuals who switched treatment using the treatment randomization proba-
bilities specified in the CATIE protocol.

Estimate model using FCS and impute scheduled variables (except PANSS) for current month set. Use all baseline
variables, previously measured scheduled variables, current phase, and treatment as predictors.
Estimate model using a Bayesian mixed effects model and impute both scheduled and end-of-phase PANSS scores for
the current set of months. The model includes all time-varying predictors measured at the same month as PANSS was
measured nested within reason for discontinuation (with a separate category for people who did not switch treatment)
and all baseline variables and time variables averaged over all reasons for discontinuation.

end for

Estimate model using FCS and impute scheduled variables (except PANSS) for month 18. Use all baseline and previously
measured scheduled variables and current phase and treatment as predictors.
Using a Bayesian mixed effects model impute 18-month PANSS score using observed and imputed PANSS from months 1-
17 and observed PANSS scores at month 18. Use as predictors all baseline variables and time-varying predictors measured
at the month of PANSS observation, and current phase and treatment.
return A complete CATIE data set with all missing values replaced with draws from imputation models.
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6 Imputation Diagnostics

• Multiple imputation methodology rests on the untestable assumption that missing data values can be gener-
ated from imputation models estimated from the observed data.

• Diagnostics often performed to compare the imputed values with the observed [19, 20]
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Figure 3: QQ-plots of imputed versus observed PANSS and QOL scores measured at months 6, 18 and end-of-phase 1. The
missing data distribution contains the imputed values from twenty-five imputations (and none of the observed values).

7 Discussion

• Treatment of schizophrenia is notoriously difficult and requires personalized adaption of treatment due to lack
of efficacy of treatment, poor adherence or intolerable side effects.

• Sequential, multiple assignment, randomized trials implemented in a practical clinical trial setting, such as
CATIE, provide excellent opportunities to apply methods for learning personalized treatment strategies to a
diverse population in a randomized setting.

• While the possibilities for informing treatment are great, so are the challenges.

• Imputation methods can be used to overcome missing data, a difficulty associated with almost all clinical
trials

• In CATIE, models for imputing QOL score need additional work if QOL a variable of interest in an analysis

• Sensitivity analysis should be performed to evaluate the impact of any violations to the MAR assumption on
a particular analysis [21].

• Using a rich set of predictors and prior knowledge to pick intelligent models, helps to ensure validity of MAR
assumption
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